We find previously unknown values in Domineering games by constructing a repeating Domineering position which has corners and kinks. By varying the construction, we find values which include arbitrarily small numbers, some hot switches and some infinitesimals.
Introduction
G&an Andersson's game of Domineering
[1] is played by two players on a finite subset of Cartesian boards of any size or shape. At each turn, Left places a vertical domino onto the board and Right places a horizontal domino. The game ends when someone is unable to move. Whoever has the last move wins.
In this paper we will define and analyze a particular repeating pattern of a Domineering game D (shown in Fig. 1 ). By changing the boundary conditions and the length of D, we will construct various Domineering positions whose values include all small fractions, some hot switches and some infinitesimals.
Most of these values have not previously been known to occur in Domineering.
For an introduction to combinatorial game theory, see [ 1, 41. We will use the notations from [I] .
To analyze the Domineering game D, we introduce a new game, called Cornersand-Kinks, which is played on an n x 1 strip of squares by two players. The squares are labelled alternately C and K. Each player, in turn, claims one previously unclaimed square and colors it with his or her color. The game ends when all squares have been colored. The winner is determined by computing a score which will be explained later.
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Computer Science I56 (19%) 263-280 To analyze this game, we introduce yet another simpler game, called Kinks-undcorners, obtained by reducing the possible options for Left and Right. Kinks-andcorners is also played by two players on an n x 1 strip of squares. The rules of this game differ from those of Corners-and-Kinks only in that, in Kinks-and-corners, it is illegal to play on a comer adjacent to an empty kink. In this game, kinks play a more prominent role than comers -hence, the small "c". The winner is determined by a score which will be explained later.
Using a bottom-up analysis, we will determine the value of D by first completely solving the Kinks-and-comers game. Next, we will show that the values of Comersand-Kinks are identical to the values of Kinks-and-comers. 
The game D
The game D is obtained by repeating the periodic pattern of length 28 shown below and then truncating each end on one of the squares marked 4 and 4. The various values of D will be obtained by changing these boundary conditions. (We also allow D to have total length less than 28.) We will divide D into a sequence of nonoverlapping comers and kinks as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The light-shaded regions we call corners, denoted later by C, and the darkshaded regions are kinks, denoted later by K. (Notice that some of the kinks have only three squares -Lemma 1 will explain why we can ignore the missing fourth square. ) Apparently, there are 4 different kinds of comers and kinks in Fig. 2 . While there is only one way for Left or Right to play on a comer, for two kinds of kinks there seem to be two different plays for Right. But it is easy to verify that these two plays are interchangeable. ' By removing the first square of each length 4 kink, we may view every kink as having only 3 squares, pictured below. In this way there is only one way for either player to play on a comer or a kink. Furthermore, we shall show that ' For details, see [4] or [5] . in D Left and Right will play only at the comers and kinks because the other options are obviously dominated, e.g., Left will not play in the middle of 5 squares. That is, both players will play completely on comers and kinks. Using this fact, we can view D as a concatenation of comers and kinks, each with a unique move.
By appropriate reflections of the game D, we produce an equivalent game with a periodic pattern of length only 14, in which, moreover, there are only two different kinds of comers and kinks (see Fig. 3 ). Thus it follows that in D there are essentially only two different kinds of comers and kinks.
We will use the abbreviated notation "&" to denote the subposition of Proof. In Fig. 4 Since a = a -1, the lemma follows. 0
We have shown that D is completely described by specifying the boundary conditions and the number of the interior comers and kinks. For example, a in Fig. 4 can be denoted by KLCKCKCR. Further simplifying our notation, we introduce I, L, r and R to mean KL, CL, KR and CR, respectively, and an integer n to represent an alternating sequence with n kinks. Thus for example, a is also described by 12R. We will use this same notation with slight ambiguity to describe instances of Kinks-and-comers and Comers-and-Kinks games.
It is possible, though we will not use this, to obtain an equivalent smaller game with period 12 by applying the equation given in At a typical stage of play, some squares remain empty and the whole game is just the sum of the games of these empty sequences of squares with the corresponding boundary conditions, e.g., Right playing on the second kink in 13R = KLCKCKCKCR produces KLCKCKR + KRCKCR. While there are 16 possible boundary conditions, symmetry reduces this number to 10. We compute the value of these unplayed games according to the following recursion, which is obtained by considering the various plays for Left and Right:
For n>l and Q<m < n,
Notice that the recursions for lnl, lnr and rnr depend only on themselves. Furthermore, the values of lnl, lnr and rnr are needed to solve the remaining recursions. For 0 <n < 17, we compute the values of the recursions by brute-force, and the results are shown in Table 1 . The two Left moves f2 and T* are incomparable. However, Left's move from Z3r to T* reverses through 0 to the empty set of positions. Also, Left's move 0 and Right's moves T* and 12 + * are dominated by 12 and *, respectively. Thus, by eliminating dominated options and replacing reversible options, we have Z3r = (T2 1 *} = T3. Proof. We will find dominant Left and Right options when n is big. Then, by using these options, the recursions will simplify, and we will obtain the periodic pattern shown in Table 1 by induction on n. Table 2 shows dominant options: (When n is small, there is not necessarily a dominant option for both players and when n = 12, Left has two dominant options.)
We will give the details of the proof only in the case for the Left option of rnr when n 2 6, since this calculation illustrates the general method. In order to compute I Table 3 Differences between Inr a dominant Left option, we have to find a maximum value of lmr + I(n -M -1 )r when 0 <m < n, if it exists, by definition of the Kinks-and-corners game. To graph lmr + l(n -m -l)r, first we will compute the differences between lnr as n varies by 1 and 3 using Table 1 . Let qij = Z(3i + j)r. Then we obtain Table 3 , and we will use this table to graph lmr + Z(n -m -1)r.
The graph of lmr + I(n -m -1 )r when n = 3k + 1 is shown in Fig. 6 : (Since not all infinitesimals are proportionally well-ordered, the differences between heights are not necessarily proportional to each other.) Let us now describe how this graph is drawn. The left part of Table 3 Thus we have 12r + Z(3k -2)r > I3r + 1(3k -3)r, as indicated in the graph. That is, the value when m = 2 is greater than the value when m = 3.
In the same way, we find a maximum of Zmr + Z(n -m -1)r by graphing the cases n = 3k and n = 3k + 2 in Fig. 7 . Thus in all of the graphs, a maximum clearly occurs at m = 1, and so 1 lr + l(n -I )r is a dominant Left option for rnr when n 3 6. Proof. The proof follows from a close inspection of Hence, induction on n again shows that after a few initial exceptions, the values of ZnL, Lnr, ZnR and rnR have a periodic pattern.
Lastly, we show below the values of the recursions for LnL, LnR and RnR for small n, which were obtained by brute-force in Table 5 . We are then able to conclude as before that after a few initial exceptions, the values of LnL, LnR and RnR follow a periodic pattern. This completes the solution of Kinks-and-comers. Fig. 8 schematically illustrates the complications of our solution with a relatively simple diagram. Each edge refers to a value in the Kinks-and-comers game, e.g., the bar between 1 and R is labelled with the value of InR. A comma separates the n = 0 or n = 1 value from the other values within is/z. When the precise value of some infinitesimal is unnecessarily cumbersome, we simply call it "ish", abbreviating "Znfinitesimally Shifted". This nowcommon abbreviation was introduced long ago by John Conway, the discoverer of the theory of Partizan Games.
Corners-and-Kinks = Kinks-andxorners
Comers-and-Kinks is also played by two players on an n x 1 strip of squares, and as before each player colors a square with his or her color. In Comers-and-Kinks, however, players may now play on any comer or kink.
To determine the winner, we will again assign a score to each completed game by summing up the values of adjacent squares according to the following initial conditions: (When u = i, the value of Comers-and-Kinks will be related to the value of the The results of a brute-force calculation of the values of various small Corners-andKinks game are shown in Table 6 . We illustrate, for example, the recursive computation of Zlr below: Other values shown in Table 6 are computed by similar tedious but easy calculations.
Notice that the values in Table 6 are identical to the values of Kinks-and-comers we computed in Section 3. Thus our schematic illustration (Fig. 8) of the solution also applies to the Comers-and-Kinks game. To prove that the values of Comers-and-Kinks are equal to the values of Kinks-and-comers for all n, it is sufficient to show that a Left or Right move at a comer adjacent to an empty kink is no better than a move at the kink.
By inducting on n and using 
1mL + L(n -m)R = -~/2~ + {(u -u/2"-"-')
( 0).
Hence, for any m,
Iml+l(n-m-l)R > lmL+L(n-m)R.
That is, Left is better off by playing on a kink if a kink is available. 
D = Corners-and-Kinks + adjustments
As explained in Section 2, every instance of D has a natural correspondence with a Comers-and-Kinks game. For example, if the comers and kinks arrangement of D is described by 15R, then it corresponds to the Comers-and-Kinks game which is also described by 15R. Because Left and Right have a unique move at any comer or kink in D, we moreover have a move-by-move correspondence: A play on a comer or kink in D corresponds to a play on the corresponding comer or kink in the Comers-and-Kinks game.
In this section, we will show that the values of the corresponding games are equal with an appropriate adjustment. We will use only u = i in the Comers-and-Kinks game. I56 (I 996) 263-280 
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. . . Consider AQ in Fig. 9 . AQ can be also described by 12R. Suppose Left makes a move at the first kink. Table 6 when u = i are identical to the values of Tables 7 and 8 except for the regular appearances of numbers 1, -1, i or -l in Tables 7 and 8. For a sample calculation, we illustrate the recursive computation of 12R below. First, we compute all the Left and Right moves as follows: We used the values of 11 R, LlR, r 1R and R 1 R from Table 8 and the others from  Table 7 in this computation. Deleting the dominated options, we have 12R = l/2 + {l/2 + * 1 r)l as shown in Table 7 .
The values in Tables 6 and 7 are identical except for the appearances of 1, -1, i or -i. Taking account of these regular differences, an appropriate adjustment will be made to get the exact value of D. Table 9  Table 10 game, up to 1 or -1 adjustment. A similar 1, -1, $ or -i adjustment can be made in the other cases. Then, an inductive argument along with the Number Translation Theorem shows that the value of D is equal to the value of the corresponding Comersand-Kinks game with an appropriate adjustment. We conclude this paper by comparing the temperatures of new values derived from this paper with the previously known temperatures in Domineering.
Relation to other Domineering values
In this section, we tabulate our new contribution: We have found new temperatures, and hence new values, in Domineering games.
Elwyn Berlekamp [3] gives Table 12 The results of this paper add the bottom two rows, all of whose resulting values except for the first few have not previously been known to occur in Domineering.
For completeness we provide here definitions of the heating and overheating operators, which are useful in understanding hot games.
G heated by t is denoted by .f' G. If the canonical form of G is {GL 1 GR}, then 
